This cost-effective package of 33 books - published by the Oncology Nursing Society, committed to promoting excellence in oncology nursing and the transformation of cancer care - is designed specifically for nursing staff.

Oncology is one of Ovid's leading specialty areas, and this collection underscores this strength. It is a must-have for any institution.
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What's Included
21st Century Nursing Leadership
Access Device Guidelines: Recommendations for Nursing Practice and Education
Access Device Standards of Practice for Oncology Nursing
Advanced Oncology Nursing Certification Review and Resource Manual
BMTCN® Certification Review Manual
Cancer Basics
Cancer Rehabilitation and Survivorship: Transdisciplinary Approaches to Personalized Care
Cardiac Complications of Cancer Therapy
Caring for the Older Adult with Cancer in the Ambulatory Setting
Chemotherapy and Biotherapy Guidelines and Recommendations for Practice
Chemotherapy and Biotherapy Scenarios
Clinical Manual for the Oncology Advanced Practice Nurse
Critical Care Nursing of the Oncology Patient
Ethics in Oncology Nursing
Genetics and Genomics in Oncology Nursing Practice
Guide to Breast Care for Oncology Nurses
Handbook of Integrative Oncology Nursing: Evidence-Based Practice
Healthcare Provider's Guide to Cancer and Obesity, A
Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation: A Manual for Nursing Practice
Integrating Physical Activity Into Cancer Care: An Evidence-Based Approach
Integration of Palliative Care in Chronic Conditions: An Interdisciplinary Approach
Managing the Oral Effects of Cancer Treatment: Diagnosis to Survivorship
Manual for Clinical Trials Nursing
Manual for Radiation Oncology Nursing Practice and Education
Multiple Myeloma: A Textbook for Nurses
Nursing Professional Development for Clinical Educators
Oncology Nurse Navigation Case Studies
Oncology Nurse Navigation: Delivering Patient-Centered Care Across the Continuum
Psychosocial Nursing Care Along the Cancer Continuum
Safe Handling of Hazardous Drugs
Site-Specific Cancer Series: Breast Cancer
Site-Specific Cancer Series: Head and Neck Cancer
Site-Specific Cancer Series: Lung Cancer
Site-Specific Cancer Series: Pancreatic and Hepatobiliary Cancer
Surgical Oncology Nursing
Telephone Triage for Oncology Nurses
Understanding and Managing Oncologic Emergencies: A Resource for Nurses
Your Guide to Cancer Prevention